
SKMEA Festival  
Student Job Descriptions 

 
Festival Secretary/Secretarial Area (1 adult or very responsible High School 
student)  
Oversees reception table -- solve problems for guests, have extra copies of campus 
map, job descriptions and performance schedules 
Prepares Ensemble Packet -- accept three scores from director, stage set-up if not 
already in packet, request if director wishes ratings to be posted, extra programs 
Direct ensembles to their performance escort 
Send Office Runners to collect signed Adjudication Forms from Adjudication Aides 
Prepare ensemble Packets for return -- the three scores, three adjudication sheets, CD 
of performance and certificate 
Answer questions of guests, oversee lost and found 
Provide festival Manager with official List of Final Ratings 
 
Office Runners (1) 
Circulate to all performance sites to pass out and pick-up materials for each ensemble -- 
rating sheet and reading scores from adjudicator aid (both performance and sight-
reading), video tape from soundperson, and stage set-up for Stage Manager, and assist 
Festival Secretary organizing packet for director pick-up 
 
Adjudicators’ Aide (1) 
Ensure each adjudicator has his/her packet containing blank adjudication forms, 
sharpened pencils, Master Schedule, name tag, etc. 
Hand the adjudicator the music scores for the upcoming ensemble, after collecting the 
completed Adjudication forms and music scores from the previous ensemble 
Keep adjudicators stocked with sharpened pencils and water (without being a pest!) 
 
Announcer (1) 
Introduce each ensemble, school, director and pieces before each ensemble 
Wait until the ensemble has warmed-up and tuned, ask the director when it is time to 
introduce.  Use following format: 
Good (Morning/Afternoon) we will next be hearing from the (Ensemble name) from  
(school) they are under the direction of (director’s name) Today, they will be performing 
(name of piece, movements if necessary) by (composer), arranged by (arranger, if 
necessary)   occasionally remind audience to show etiquette, keep feet of chairs, 
introduce adjudicators 
 
Stage Manager (1) for Band and Orchestra Festivals (1 adult or very responsible 
High School student)  
Oversees each performance set-up and gives the OK for each 
 
Stage crews (4-5) for Band and Orchestra festivals 
Adjust each stage set-up for upcoming ensemble at the direction of the Stage Manager, 
using the set-up form 



 
Door Monitors (2) 
Maintain a post ar entry to each performance site 
Keep food and drink out of rooms and performance halls 
Do not allow anyone to enter while a piece is being played 
 
Performance Escorts (3) 
Greet directors at Information desk  
Take each group to equipment/case storage then performance hall (if ensemble is 
listening) OR to warm-up, then performance site, and then critique room/sight-reading. If 
Ensemble is not going straight to warm-up, schedule a time to meet director and 
ensemble in equipment storage. 
 
Recorder (1)- Only If there is NO on-site recording technician: 1 adult or very 
responsible student 
Use Superscope to record performance – (directions and training provided by the 
teacher), finalize CD for each group. 
 


